Toni T.

Friday morning
I'm not going to start this story with a once upon a time , because this is not a fairy tale, there will not be
a happy ending.
It all started this morning when my dad, or should I say the delivery man, dropped off a book, yes a book
ladies and gentleman a book , now usually I like books but this was a fairytale book. Something I don't
believe in and don’t like. I mean come on , who wants to read a story about something that will never
happen . Anyway I continued my day, breakfast, clothes , books, and of course my melody in the
shower. I went to school and luckily 1st period flew by , I couldn't stand being in there with all the
worried test faces , that didn't know whether they were going to pass or fail math. Once class was over I
had to quickly get to my locker, through the wild stampede they call middle school hallways. It has
always been wild like that I'm pretty sure, not including the "cute couples' that flood near my locker. By
lunch I was ready to go home my friend jasmine talked about her thoughts on fairytales.
"so, I think you should just try to watch beauty and the beast with me just once " jasmine said
"no way " I responded "come on please abbey , for me" she said with puppy dog eyes " no, no ,no ,and
-" "no, uh fine abbey"
See jasmine has been trying to get me to fall in love with fairytales , just like her and my sister ,
Penelope, have shared their love of Cinderella . But I personally don’t like any fairytale. “Abbey, I’m
pretty sure the universe wanted you to like fairytales , your dad even gave you a whole fairytale book,
full of so many stories , and possibilities, how do you not want to just dive into that book?” “anyway
lunch is over , I have to go to class, see you later “ jasmine said as she gave me a hug goodbye .
For the rest of the day I was thinking about what jasmine had told me and finally I thought, I’m going to
read the book.
Once I got home, I set everything down got a snack , and grab the book. It was a golden strap book ,with
blue thread lacing the pages together, and on the front in golden-lilac letters it said’ once upon a time.’
As I was reading I heard my mom open the door, and heard a loud “JAZZY!” From Penelope and I knew
that I shouldn’t read this book alone . “peanut, jasmine “ as they came to my room the golden-lilac
colors glowed bright enough to make my room un seeable "were hear abbey , are you okay what's
happening," jasmine yelled from what now seemed like a mile away "keep Penelope close!!" I tried
yelling, not knowing whether or not she could now hear me, but soon after that everything went black
and all I could see was he words cinderella.
"Hello, hello !! " a pleasant yet annoyed voice quietly yelled to me . As I looked to m side I saw Penelope
and jasmine as they laid there . Finally both Penelope and jasmine woke and we were surprised yet
frightened by the blonde hair beauty who respond's to as "cinderella".
"wait, so your cinderella!!!" Penelope said hugging the stranger "no she is not !" I said pulling my little
sister away "I am but who are you, and why would you come into my story right before I visit my fairy
god mother" "omg, she is cinderella " jasmine said . That’s when I looked at her clothes she was wearing
a dress ripped and ragged "no that’s not possible , there's no way possible we traveled into a story book

?!"I said questioning maybe she is cinderella "no, way your too rude ,but how do you know this is a
story" "because my actual name is Isabella , and I deserve to be queen "
After are meeting with cinderella or Isabella or whoever we traveled through what actually was the
pictures I saw in the story I mean it was incredible and scary at the same time , going through we decide
to enjoy this "field trip" .
We met this very handsome boy his name was Tristian better know as prince charming.we asked if he
knew about his story and he said yes " princesses of -?" "a far away land " I interrupted "a far away land
" he agreed "were here to go to the ball if that’s what your wondering " "well hope to see you there "
"and im not perfect , if that’s what your wondering ." he said as he walked away I thought in my mind
he's not that bad of a guy "oohh, you like him " jasmine said "no" I responded "ooohhh , abbey likes
charming abbey likes charming " both jasmine and Penelope taunted
The next people we met were the step sisters they knew about how there world was all a story there
names were Maggie and Maddie they told us how the stories had it wrong they weren't that bad at first
they were nice but when they all found out about the "story" she 'just had to be queen'.
We went back to see cinderella she told us to lay down to get ready for the ball we did.
to say . Were home now because she tricked us yes tricked us anyway so many questions unanswerd
but for now ,our story is not over !.

